See our featured project:

**GIRLS ARE I.T.**

This three-year project for the Girl Scouts includes an interactive web site and four educational activities delivered on a high-tech school bus.

**Learn More »**

---

**NEWS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS**

- Two Interactive Knowledge web sites are named "Webby Worthy" by the 9th Annual Webby Awards. The sites chosen were "The Penland Experience" and "Girls are I.T." [See the listing »]
- The *Christian Science Monitor* calls "Off the Map" a "jumbled corner of heaven on Earth." [Read the article »]
- "Off the Map" is named Design Interact's Site of the Week for May 16, 2005. [Read the article »]
- The *Whitney Museum of American Art* has chosen Interactive Knowledge to design and produce a new educational web site titled "Learning@Whitney."
- Interactive Knowledge is working with the *National Museum of Women in the Arts* to create a powerful online database of women artists.

---

**RECENT PROJECTS**

- [Off the Map »](#) A web-exclusive project for PBS in conjunction with the American Visionary Art Museum.
- [Solving the Rock House Mysteries »](#) Three interactive kiosks for the Charlotte Museum of History.

---

**PROJECT ARCHIVES**

- [Grand Canyon: The Hidden Secrets »](#)
- [The Penland Experience »](#)
- [The New Americans »](#)

---

[ALL NEWS »](#)
Interactive Knowledge is a leading developer of interactive, technology-based education for a wide variety of clients. GET the Fact Sheet »

**OUR LATEST AWARDS**

Off the Map
- Macromedia Site of the Day
- Communication Arts Site of the Week
- USA Today Hot Site
- Cool Site of the Day
- Yahoo Pick

Grand Canyon: The Hidden Secrets
- Yahoo! Site of the Day

The New Americans
- Yahoo! Site of the Day
- The Scout Report
- USA TODAY Hot Sites
- Exploratorium Cool 10 Sites

**ALL ARCHIVED PROJECTS »**

Interactive Knowledge
801-B Central Avenue, Charlotte, NC 28204
Phone: (704) 344-0055 • Fax: (704) 344-1505
info@interactiveknowledge.com

Key Ingredients:
- America by Food »
- Race - The Power of an Illusion »
- Shakespeare: Subject to Change »

**CONTACT**